Major concern of group was level of violence at Action: Weatherman proposal is given
government grants. The Weatherman proposal was given the go-ahead by the majority of the committee.

Tactics majority against forcible CISP coup: theaters planned

The November Action Coalition, meeting again on Sunday, discussed both the strategy and the techniques planned for the next Tuesday and Wednesday.

At the meeting chaired by Mike Albert at 4:27, in a Watts of Man's proposal that the Coalition initiate violence by lighting police and bursting "war criminals." The proposal did not receive official consideration.

For the first time, the CISP released Weatherman's statement, declaring that police should be called. The CISP warned protesters at the Weatherman's action in bad faith. After the Coalition had decided that it would not initiate violence, they would throw rock stones. They will set up their picket and retreat when the police arrive.

NAC indicated determination to obstruct the entry of workers into the Labs. Various tactics will be used to set up the picket line. There is a risk of police demonstration. The committee decided to fight the police on the way to the pickets. If they do not meet with the police, they will retreat when the police come. NAC has agreed to hold as many pickets as possible.

The Weatherman alternative action is militant action. While their leaders criticized the group to avoid using the phrase "we need to make the level of the struggle," the Weatherman agreed that "given the level of militancy we've already reached" (they cited Chicago and the march on the Pentagon, a peaceful picket will have little value.

The Weatherman action, and Weatherman believes it has the experience needed to lead NAC should "street-lighting" develop Wednesday.

About 20 Weathermen, self-styled communists working with the November Action Coalition, censured in the Student Cen- ter's East Lounge Sunday afternoon to decide a stand on which they would take in discussions with the rest of the NAC. Although the militant group decided it was the one faction able to provide leadership should violence with the police occur, the members decided to have their NAC accommodate political issues.

"We have to convince them that picketing, rent control laws, and welfare mothers' protests are really fulfilling the same objectives. The way only to help the NAC is to act upon those and develop our own. "

They considered all the cards...

\[
\text{Weatherman caucus plans to focus talks on politics} \]

The SACCS teach-in will be held Tuesday at 10 am in the Salas de Puerto Rico, not in Mago...